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On Optimal Control of a Class of Partially-Observed DiscreteEvent System sHerv Marchand a , Oliv ier Boivineau b, Stphane Lafortune caInriaRennes, Campus Univ. de Beaulieu, 35042Rennes, FrancebRenault Technocentre 1, avenue duGolf 78288Guyancourt, FrancecDept. of Elec. Eng. & Computer Science, Univ. of Michigan, 1301Beal avenue, AnnArbor, Michigan, USAAbstractWe are interested in a new class of optimal control problems for Discrete Event Systems (DES). We adopt the formalism ofsupervisory control theory [10] and model the systemas a nite state machine (FSM). Our control problem is characterizedby the presence of uncontrollable as well as unobservable events, the notion of occurrence and control costs for events and aworst-case objective function.Werst derive an observer for the partiallyunobservableFSM,which allows us to construct anapproximation of the unobservable trajectory costs.We then dene the performancemeasure on this observer rather than onthe original FSM itself. We then use the algorithmpresented in [11] to synthesize an optimal submachine of the C-observer.This submachine leads to the desired supervisor for the system.Keywords: Discrete Event Systems, SupervisoryControl Problem, Optimality, Partial Observation1 Introduction and motivationIn general, the purpose of optimal control is to studythe behavioral properties of a system (also called plant),modeled as a Discrete Event Systems (DES), to takeadvantage of a particular structure, and to generate asupervisor which constrains the system to a desired be-havior according to quantitative and qualitative require-ments. In the basic setup of supervisory control theory,optimality is with respect to set inclusion and thus alllegal behaviors are equally good (zero cost) and ille-gal behaviors are equally bad (innite cost). The workin [11] enriches this setup by the addition of quantita-tive measures in the form of occurrence and control costfunctions and a worst-case objective function, to cap-ture the fact that some legal behaviors are better thanothers. We are here interested in a new class of opti-mal control problems for DES. Compared to the workin [11,3,9], we wish to take into account partial observ-ability. Several concepts and properties of the super-visory control problem under partial observation were? Correspondingauthor:H.Marchand.Fax:+33299847171Email addresses: hmarchan@irisa.fr (HervMarchand),Olivier.Boivineau@renault.com (Olivier Boivineau),stephane@eecs.umich.edu (Stphane Lafortune).
studied in [2,7] among others. However, they only pro-posed a qualitative theory for the control of DESs. In [6],based on a notion of (un)desirable states, and a penaltycost when (un)desirable states can(not) be reached inthe controlled system, the Optimal Control under Par-tial Observation problem is solved by reducing it to aparticular class of optimal control with full observation.In this paper, we adopt a dierent strategy of optimiza-tion (i.e., cost formulation and computation) based onthe work of [11]. The starting point of our solution is aFSMwhich represents the global behavior of a given sys-tem, including its unobservable dynamics. The rst stepis the derivation of an observer for the partially unob-servable FSM, called a C-observer. This step is necessarysince unobservable events alone cannot trigger a specicbehavior of a controller.We dene the performancemea-sure on the C-observer rather than on the original FSMitself. However, we will make the necessary eorts tokeep track of the information that has disappeared withthe initial structure. This observer allows us to remem-ber an approximation of the unobservable costs betweentwo observable events. This approximation correspondsto the worst, i.e., the highest, cost of the dierent unob-servable trajectories than can occur between two observ-able events. In the second step, we use the theory in [11]to synthesize an optimal controller corresponding to theoptimal restricted behavior, insofar as it is achievable byPreprint submitted to Automatica 1st June 2005
an admissible (i.e., physically constructible) supervisor.We use back-propagation from the goal state to gener-ate the supervisor, based on event cost functions. Thesupervisor is synthesized in a manner that gives themoptimal sub-structure, consistent with the notion of DP-Optimality of [11]. Due to space limitations, proofs andexamples of the results presented in this paper had tobe omitted; they are available in [8].2 PreliminariesThe system to be controlled is a nite state machine(FSM [4]) dened by a 5-tuple G = h; Q; q0; Qm; i,where  is the nite set of events, Q is the nite set ofstates, q0 is the initial state, Qm is the set of markedstates, and  is the partial transition function denedover   Q  ! Q. The notation (; q)! means that(; q) is dened, i.e., there is a transition labeled byevent  out of state q in machine G. Likewise, (s; q) de-notes the state reached by taking the sequence of eventsdened by trace s from state q in machine G. (q) de-notes the active event set of x. The behavior of the sys-tem is described by the prex-closed language L(G) [4],generated by G. Similarly, the language Lm(G) corre-sponds to the marked behavior of the FSM G, i.e., theset of trajectories of the system ending in qm 2 Qm. AnFSM is said to be blocking if L(G) 6= Lm(G) and non-blocking if L(G) = Lm(G), where K denotes the pre-x closure of the language K. If G is blocking, it canreach a state q, where (q) = ; but q 62 Qm. This iscalled a deadlock because no event can be triggered. An-other issue is when there is a set of unmarked statesin G that forms a strongly connected component, butwith no transition going out of the set. If the plant en-ters this set of states, then we get what is called a live-lock. It is assumed that G is trim with respect to q0 andQm (i.e. all the states of G are accessible from the ini-tial state q0 and co-accessible to one of the marked stateqm 2 Qm), which entails that G is non-blocking. Wesay that an FSM A = hA; QA; q0A; Ai is a submachineof G, denoted by A  G, if A  , QA  Q; and8 2 A; q 2 QA A(; q)! ) (A(; q) = (; q)): Itis clear that  is a partial order on the set of FSMs.We also say that A is a submachine of G at q when-ever q0A = q 2 Q and A  G. Moreover, we willuse M(G; q; qm) = fA  G : A is trim w.r.t. qm 2Qm and q0A = qg to represent the set of trim subma-chines of G at q with respect to qm. This set has a maxi-mal element (in the sense that all others are submachinesof it). It is denoted by M(G; q; qm). Later on in the pa-per, we will omit qm in this notation (see Assumption3). Moreover 9 2 A(qA) will mean that the event can be triggered in qA and that A(; qA) 2 QA.Following [10], we have to take into account the possibil-ity that certain events cannot be disabled by the super-visor or that certain events may be not observed by thesupervisor. Therefore, some of the events in  are said to
be uncontrollable, i.e., their occurrence cannot be pre-vented by a controller, while the others are controllable.Likewise, control will be applied on a plant that is par-tially observable, i.e. the supervisor will observe only asubset of the events generated by plant G. Hence someof the events in  are observable whereas the others willbe unobservable. An unobservable event could model afailure event, an internal event, etc. In this regard, can be partitioned as  = c [ uc with c \ uc =; and as  = o[uo with o\uo = ;, wherec,uc,o and uo represent the set of controllable, uncontrol-lable, observable and unobservable events, respectively.Moreover, we make the following assumption:Assumption 1 Unobservable events are assumed to beuncontrollable: uo  uc (this implies c  o).This assumption allows us to directly abstract away theunobservable trajectories of the system and to work onthe resulting system (due to this assumption, all thesetrajectories are uncontrollable). It also simplies the costtrajectory computation (see Section 4.2). Moreover, inorder to consider the control problem under partial ob-servation, we need to make sure that it can have a so-lution. If the initial FSM G has an unobservable cycle,even if it may be possible to determine its existence, itwould be impossible to alleviate the fact that it couldmake the system run indenitely in that cycle, withoutthe supervisor noticing. Hence Assumption 2.Assumption 2 G has no unobservable cycles.Under this assumption we can show that 8q 2 Q; fs 2ouo = (s; q)!g has nite cardinality.We now include the last ingredient to be able to dis-cuss optimality, namely a cost (or objective) function.As stated in [11], two cost values are associated to eachevent of . We rst introduce an occurrence cost func-tion ce :  ! R+. Occurrence cost functions are usedto model the cost incurred in executing an event (en-ergy, time, etc.). This function can be easily extented toa trace s = 1 : : : n as follows : ce(s) = Pni=1 ce(i).To represent the fact that disabling a transition possi-bly incurs a cost, we introduce a control cost functioncc :  ! R+ [ f0;1g. The control cost function is in-nity for events in uc. These cost functions are used tointroduce a cost on the trajectories of A  G.Finally, based on remarks in [11], and because we wantto have an algorithm that solves the Optimal ControllerSynthesis Problem, with a polynomial complexity in thenumber of states of the system, we reduce the model toa unique marked state 1 in G. Hence, the assumption:1 Notethatfroma theoreticalpointofview,thisassumptionis not necessary, but simplies the presentation. Moreover,from a computational point of view, in the case of acyclicFSMs, thisassumptioncanbe relaxed(see [11], Section6.2).2
Assumption 3 The initial system has a unique markedstate qm, i.e., Qm = fqmg.3 The C-ObserverThe framework in which we develop our control the-ory is that of partially observable FSMs. The supervisorthat will be generated should be able to take decisionsbased on the states and/or events that it observes. Con-sequently, we base our model upon a partially observedsystem, seen through an observer. However, in order totake into account unobservable events in the optimalityunder which we apply our control, we must keep trackof their costs. The idea is to collect an approximationof the costs between two observable events in the statesof the observer we want to build. For example, considertwo states p and q of G, connected by (at least) a traceof the form s 2 ouo. As we only observe the rstevent, it is not possible to know which trajectory hasbeen taken between these two states. Hence, from anoptimal control point of view, we have to consider thatthe plant evolves through the trajectory with the high-est cost (there is no way to control the system in such away that this trajectory is not taken). In order to collectthese costs, we build a deterministic observer, named C-observer (Observer with Costs), and dene the notionof a macro-state, allowing both to mask the underlyingnondeterminism and to keep track of the unobservableevent costs of trajectories between two states. The C-observer constitutes the basic model on which the opti-mal control will be applied.Before formally giving the denition of the C-observer,denoted by Gc, we need to check the original FSM G inorder to account for unobservable events that may leadto qm in G. Indeed, if an unobservable event leads to qmin G, it may be impossible to determine whether or notthe system has actually reached qm.Assumption 4 There exists in G a self-loop at qm, la-beled ' with ('; qm) = qm.The ' event is just an (observable) indicator event (e.g.,a sensor) that signals that qm has been reached.Withoutloss of generality, we can assume it is controllable andhas zero occurrence and control costs.3.1 Denition of the C-observerThe new structure that we dene is called a C-observer.It is denoted by Gc = ho; X; x0; xm; fi, where o is theset of observable events, X is the set of macro-states,x0 is the initial macro-state, xm is the marked macro-state, and f is the partial transition function dened overo  X  ! X . Starting from G, the set X of macro-states of Gc will be constituted of pairs in QR+. Morespecically, the admissible states that are considered are
states that can be reached by a trace of events of the formouo.One way of looking at this choice of projection observa-tion mask is that an observable action can lead to a se-quence of unobservable events. If one initial observableevent is taken, it is possible that several other events takeplace as a direct consequence without the possibility ofobserving them.In order to formalize this idea, we introduce the set oftriples D dened by :D = f(p; q; ) 2 QQo = 9s 2 uo; (s; p) = qg:A triple (p; q; ) belongs to set D if there is a trace be-tween p and q whose rst event is  and whose followingevents are all unobservable. Note that more than onetrace s could verify this condition. We now dene theset of traces that verify the above conditions, for a giventriple (p; q; ) :8(p; q; ) 2 D; S(p; q; ) = fs 2 uo = (s; p) = qg:Knowing that 8q 2 Q; fs 2 ouo=(s; q)!g < 1 (aspointed out in Section 2), we can easily prove that:Proposition 1 8(p; q; ) 2 D; j S(p; q; ) j<1.We do not want to lose the cost of the unobservableevents that have been projected. To this eect we intro-duce the notion of locally computed cost associated witha triple (p; q; ) of D. Formally, it is given by a function,denoted by co, over D ! R+, and dened by:8(p; q; ) 2 D; co(p; q; ) = maxs2S(p;q;) ce(s): (1)This way, we keep track of the worst unobservable tracethat could lead from p to q. Using the previous notations,Gc is an FSM dened as follows:Denition 2 Given an FSM G, the associated C-observer Gc is given by a tuple ho; X; x0; xm; fi. It isan FSM whose elements are dened as follows:(1) A micro-state is a pair of (q; c) 2 QR+. A macro-state x is a set of micro-states, and X is the setof macro-states consisting of all (reachable) macro-states.(2) The nal macro-state is dened by xm = (qm; 0)and the initial macro-state x0 as :x0 = f(q; cq); 9s 2 uo; (s; q0) = q andcq = maxt 2 uo; (t; q0) = qce(t)g3
(3) 8x 2 X , we dene for any (p; cp) 2 x and  2 o,the set of Next micro-states Nx (p) 2 asNx (p) = f(q; co(p; q; )) = (p; q; ) 2 Dg:(4) The transition function f is recursively dened by:8x 2 X8 2 o; f(; x) = f(q; cq) 2 S(p;cp)2xNx (p);cq = maxs2S(p;q;) ce(s)g(if two micro-states of the form (q; :) in f(; x), thenwe only consider the pair with the maximal cost)(5) We only build the accessible part of Gc (i.e., thestates x 2 X that are reachable from x0 by f).The way Gc is built masks the nondeterministic natureof the projected FSM. The initial macro-state x0 is com-puted from the unobservable reach of (q0; 0). The nalmacro-state xm contains the single micro-state, namely,f(qm; 0)g. Finally, f can be constructed recursively fromthe initial state. Indeed, we can construct the set of statesof Gc using item (2) and then items (3) and (4) of De-nition 2 recursively. Note that due to Proposition 1, therecursion terminates. The structure that we obtain is an-other deterministic FSM, whose events are in o. Thestates of Gc are macro-states w.r.t. G. What the abovemeans is that the C-observer knows the system model Gbut only observes the events in o. It will start with x0as its estimate of the state ofG. Upon observing  2 o,the C-observer will update its state estimate to f(; x0),as this set represents all the states where G could be af-ter executing the event  followed by an unobservabletrace; and so on after each observation. Moreover, wehave computed and kept a local cost to avoid losing trackof the costs of the unobservable events that have disap-peared from the structure.There exist standard algorithms for building observers,without cost memorization (see, e.g., [5]). Such algo-rithms are in general exponential in the number of statesof the initial system. In our case, the cost memoriza-tion required in C-observers can be done on-the-y whenbuilding Gc without changing the complexity.We now give a few lemmas and properties that hold forGc, in order to use them in subsequent results.Lemma 3 Let x 2 Xnfxmg be a state of Gc, and let(q; cq) 2 x be a micro-state of x. We can state that(1) either 9 2 o; 9q0 2 Q; (; q) = q0 and, in thiscase, 9x0 2 X; s.t. f(; x) = x0; and (q0; :) 2 x02 Nx (p) basically constitutes the set of states ofG that canbe reached via a trace uo (from a micro-state of x), to-gether with the associated approximation of the unobserv-able trace cost.
(2) or 9 2 uo and 9q0 2 Q s.t. (; q) = q0 and, inthis case, 9(q0; :) 2 x.Moreover, 8(q; cq) 2 x, 9s 2 uoo; (s; q)!.What the above lemma states is that whatever the statex that can be reached during the execution of the plant,there eventually exists a way out of this state (eitherdirectly via an observable event or via an unobservabletrajectory which reaches a micro-state of x having theprevious property). Next, we state that the C-observerrealized from G inherits properties of G.Proposition 4 Gc is non-blocking.3.2 Extented notion of controllabilityIn this section, we formalize the method used (by a su-pervisor) to generate a submachine from a C-observer.Submachines of a C-observer. The machine Gc thatwe obtain is an FSM that simply reects what an ob-server sees in system G. We wish to apply some controlto the original system in order to optimize a certain per-formance criterion. In other words, we wish to reducethe systemGc, and thereforeG, to a particular behavior.This leads us to dene the notion of a submachine of Gc.In fact, even if the domains in which G and Gc are de-ned are dierent, the notion of submachine is the sameas the one given in Section 2 (i.e. a submachine of Gc isany structure that has its states in those of Gc, the sameinitial state and nal state, and its events and transi-tions in those ofGc). Moreover, we are only interested incomplete behaviors, i.e., we wish to obtain a controlledsystem that reaches the state xm in Gc and thereforethe state qm in G. Hence, we wish to consider the sub-machines of Gc that have this property. This leads us tothe notion of G-live submachines.Denition 5 Let Gc = ho; X; x0; xm; fi be the C-observer associated with G = h; Q; q0; qm; i. A sub-machine H = ho; XH ; x0;H ; xm; fHi of Gc is said to beG-live if the following condition holds:8xH 2 XH n fxmg; 8(q; cq) 2 xH ; 9(q0; cq0) 2 xH s:t:f[9s 2 uo; (s; q) = q0] ^ [9 2 fH(xH); (; q0)!]g:A submachine H of Gc is G-live whenever any micro-state of xH has a transition that is either an observabletransition for the initial FSMG, or an unobservable tran-sition that leads to another micro-state of xH fromwhichthere is a possibility of exiting the macro-state (exceptfor the marked state). Quite naturally, using Lemma 3,we can state that Gc is G-live [8].Controllability in this framework. The structure onwhich control will be applied is FSM Gc. We rst have4
to adapt the classical denition of controllability in-troduced by [10]. Indeed, even if the control policy re-mains the same (we do not want to disable uncontrol-lable events), we have to take care of the fact that, byremoving controllable transitions, the obtained subma-chine of G inherits some properties of the initial FSMGc.Denition 6 Let Gc = ho; X; x0; xm; fi be theC-observer associated with G = h; Q; q0; qm; i.H = ho; XH ; x0;H ; xm; fHi is said to be a controllablesubmachine of Gc if the following conditions hold:(1) 8xH 2 XH that can be reached via a trace ofL(H);8 e 2 uc \ o; f(e; xH)!) fH(e; xH)!;(2) H is G-live.Condition (1) imposes that any transition that needs tobe disabled in Gc to generate H needs to be control-lable. Condition (2) imposes that no submachine of a C-observer presents any deadlocks or livelocks. This con-dition imposes that any micro-state of a state xH musthave an active outgoing trace (in the original FSM fromwhich Gc was derived) that is either unobservable (lead-ing to another micro-state of xH and eventually leadingto a state from which there is an observable outgoingevent) or observable (leading to another macro-state).The supervisor. Now that we have the denition of acontrollable submachine of a C-observer, it is interestingto determine how such a submachine can be obtained viaa supervisor acting upon Gc. Control cannot be blindlyperformed. Disabling a controllable event that was ad-missible in a state x of Gc can induce a deadlock in theinitial FSM G, even if there seems to be a transition outof the state. Hence, we introduce the notion of Admissi-ble Control Actions (ACA).Denition 7 Let Gc be the C-observer associated withG. We dene the set of Admissible Control Actions(ACA) at state x 2 X as a function : x = f  c; 8(q; cq) 2 x; 9(q0; cq0) 2 x s:t:f[9s 2 uo; (s; q) = q0] ^ [9 e 2 f(x) n ; (e; q0)!]gMore precisely,  x gives, for a state x of Gc all the possi-ble sets of controllable events that can be disabled with-out risk of deadlock. In other words, given a state x ofGc and given a  in  x, if  belongs to , it means that can be disabled because there actually exists at leastone trajectory s 2 uo that leads the system in anothermicro-state of x0 for which there exists an observableevent 0 that makes the system leave the macro-state xand eventually reach a state x0 = f(x; 0) of Gc. UsingDenition 7, a supervisor of Gc is dened by:
Denition 8 LetGc be the C-observer associatedwithGand = ( x)x2X be the set of admissible control actions,then a supervisor S is a function from X into 2c suchthat S(x) =  2  x:Hence, a supervisor of Gc is obtained by choosing a par-ticular  in a state x. By denition, the control actionwill always act on events in c, which ensures that Snever disables an uncontrollable event. Conceptually, thesupervisor controlling the plant G is placed in feedbackwith G and Gc. Only the observable events can be seenby S. ThereforeGc plays the role of an observer that willsomehow rebuild a part of the state in which the sys-tem has evolved. At the level of G, if Gc evolves into x,then the eect of S will be to disable in G all the events 2 S(x) that are admissible in the states q 2 Q, suchthat (q; :) 2 x (without creating deadlock in the con-trolled system). Let us now remark that Denition 8 isconsistent with the denition of a controllable subma-chine of the C-observer Gc. This is summarized by thefollowing proposition:Proposition 9 H = ho; XH ; x0;H ; xm;H ; fHi  Gc isa controllable submachine of Gc if and only if there ex-ists a supervisor S, such that 8xH 2 XH ; fH(xH ) =f(xH) nS(xH): Let us now dene the behavior of the controlled system:Denition 10 Given a Supervisor S of Gc and H  Gthe associated controllable submachine of Gc, then thelanguage generated by G under the control of S is givenby L(S=G) = P 1o [L(H)] \ L(G); while the marked lan-guage is given by Lm(S=G) = L(S=G) \ Lm(G), wherePo (resp. P 1o ) corresponds to the natural projection overthe observable events (resp. the inverse projection of Poover the alphabet).With this denition, we can state the following property,making the link between G and S=G.Proposition 11 With the preceding notations, K =L(S=G) is controllable with respect to L(G) and cand observable 3 with respect to L(G), o, and Po.Moreover Lm(S=G) is Lm(G)-closed (i.e. Lm(S=G) =Lm(G) \ Lm(S=G)):4 Optimal supervisory control problemThe aim of optimal control is to study the behavioralproperties of a system, to take advantage of a particularstructure, and to generate a controller which constrainsthe system to a desired behavior according to quantita-tive and qualitative aspects [6,9,11]. This is performedby the addition of quantitative measures in the form of3 See the formal denition in [4], Section 3.7 or in [10].5
occurrence and control cost functions, to capture the factthat some legal behaviors are better than others.4.1 Transformation of GcWe need to transform the C-observer, in order to exactlyt within the framework developed by [11]. Indeed, un-like in the case of total observability where costs are de-ned on events only, we have incorporated cost informa-tion in the macro-states ofGc. These costs were attachedto the states in order to keep track of the unobservablecost of the trajectory between twomacro-states (see Sec-tion 3.1). Basically, the transformation we will performon Gc, consists in shifting the cost of the macro-stateto the events that can be executed in this macro-state.However, we do not blindly take the worst cost of themicro-states contained in the macro-state. For a given x,and a given  admissible in x, we consider the worst costof the pairs (q; cq) 2 x such that  belongs to the activeevent set of q in G. The transformation is performed asfollows. Let x 2 X and let f(x) be the set of events thatGc can execute in x. For each  2 f(x), we rename  asx and we attach to this new event the cost c(x) :c(x) = max(q; cq) 2 x; (; q)! fcqg+ ce() (2)The controllability status of the event as well as thecontrol cost of the events do not change (namely, wehave cc(x) = cc()). Call 0o the new set of event. Thetransition function f remains the same (i.e., f(x; x) isdened and equal to x0 whenever x0 = f(x; )).The new C-observer G0c we obtain is still an FSM. It isdened by h0; X; x0; xm; fi. Compared toGc, the globalstructure of G0c does not change. The only dierence isthat we changed the original set of events of Gc in sucha way that costs are now dened on events only, as car-ried out in [11]. From now on, G0c is a deterministic andtrim FSM. To each event is attached two values, whichrespectively correspond to its event and control costs.The only dierence with [11] lies in the notion of con-trollability that, in our framework, takes into accountthe notion of liveness of the underlying system G. How-ever, this does not aect the use of the theory of [11] tocompute the optimal supervisor of Gc, and therefore theoptimal supervisor of G. Indeed, as in our case, the the-ory is based on the notion of acceptable control actionsthat have to be computed at rst. In [11], a control ac-tion in a state x is admissible whenever it does not dis-able uncontrollable events and it does not produce localdeadlock (i.e., no output event.)Remark 12 Note that givenGc, the way we are shiftingthe costs of the unobservable trajectories in order to ob-tainG0c constitutes the best approximation that we can dowithout memory. A better one could be obtained by un-folding the C-observer Gc in order to take into account
the history of the plant (e.g., the last n observable eventsthat occurred in the system). However, even if the ap-proximation would be better (at each step, the number ofadmissible pairs (q; cq) in a macro-state would have beenlower leading to a possibly lower unobservable cost), thecounterpart would be the complexity of G0c.4.2 Trajectory costs of a submachine of G0cIn order to be able to discuss optimality, we now explainhow to compute the cost of a trajectory of G0c.Control cost function over the states. In order tomodel this particular aspect, let us dene the controlcost of an event according to a state. We rst introduced(x;H) = fG0c(x) n fH(x) as the set of disabled eventsat state x for the system to remain in submachine H ofG0c. Whereas in [11] the control cost function was denedon an event, in the case of partial observation, it is de-ned on a state as follows: considering a submachine Hof G0c, we haveCc(x;H) = (1 if d(H; x) 62  xP02d(H;x) cc(0) otherwise (3)The control cost of a state x is equal to 1 wheneverthere does not exist a particular control policy  2  xthat restricts the behavior of G0c to H (i.e. when an un-controllable event has been removed or when a removalof a controllable event induces a deadlock).The global cost of a submachine of G0c. We are nowready to dene the cost of a trajectory s of a submachineH and the objective cost function of H  G0c.Denition 13 Let H = h0o; XH ; x0;H ; xm;H ; fHi be asubmachine of G0c derived from G and Lm(H) be themarked language generated by H , then(1) for all y inH and trajectory s = 01:::0n, 8i; 1  i n; 0i 2 0o such that fH(y; s) exists, the cost of s isgiven by :CO(y;H; s) = nXi=1 c(0i) + nXi=0 Cc(fH(y; kski); H); (4)where kski denotes the prex of s of length i,(2) the objective cost function denoted by CSup(H) isgiven by:CSup(H) = sups2Lm(H)(CO(x0; H; s)) (5)The cost of a trajectory is the sum of the occurrencecosts of the events composing it, to which is added the6
cost of controlling events on the way to remain in ma-chine H . If an uncontrollable event is disabled, the costof a trajectory becomes innite because of the secondterm of (4). Finally, CSup(H) represents the worst casebehavior that is possible in submachineH . Note that thepurpose of contracting a submachine is to remove tra-jectories with high event costs. However this process isaccompanied by rising control costs, hence the tradeoin the optimization problem we now dene.4.3 The optimization problemWe are only interested in machines that achieve a task(we only consider plants having a behavior which termi-nates at a marked state). We want to extract the sub-machines that have a minimal cost function among allthe trim and controllable submachines of G0c.Denition 14 8x 2 X;Ho 2 M(G0c; x) is an optimalsubmachine of FSMG0c ifCSup(Ho) = minH2M(G0c;x)CSup(H) <1:The cost CSup(Ho) of Ho represents the minimum worstcase cost incurred to reach xm from x0 when the behav-ior of G0c is restricted to a submachine of it. As someevents in some states are not controllable (which in-duces an innite cost), optimality is met when there isno other control policy with lower worst-case cost thatallows to reach the marked state xm with certainty. At alower level (in the world ofG), the control policy inducedby submachine Ho corresponds to the one with lowestworst-case cost, knowing that G could evolve throughunobservable trajectories with the worst possible cost.However the way we compute the cost of trajectories bytaking into account an upper approximation of the unob-servable trajectories (see Section 4.1 and Denition 13)reduces the uncertainty; we do not consider all the un-observable trajectories but only the ones that are admis-sible knowing that a particular event is executed. Thefollowing theorem gives necessary and sucient condi-tions for the existence of optimal submachines:Theorem 15 An optimal submachine ofG0c exists if andonly if there exists a submachine H of G0c such that H istrim, controllable, with no cycles. Intuitively, this theorem states that an optimal solutionexists when there are acyclic controllable submachinesof G0c. The controllability assumption ensures that thecycles can be broken using controllable events alone. Theoptimal submachine that includes all the other optimalsubmachines will be denoted by H"o (see [11]).Usually, the solution to the optimal supervisory controlproblem is not unique. Moreover, all the optimal so-lutions do not structurally have optimal sub-solutions,which means that they do not satisfy the principle of Dy-namic Programming (see e.g., [1]). In fact, in the previ-ous paragraph, optimality is obtained only regarding the
paths between the initial and the nal state, and neverthe postx paths between any state of the correspond-ing FSM and the nal state. In this section, we will showthat whenever an optimal solution exists, a solution hav-ing optimal sub-structure also exists. We call this lattertype a DP-optimal solution (DP stands for DynamicalProgramming) and dene it as follows :Denition 16 A submachineHDO ofG0c is DP-optimalif it is optimal and 8x0 2 XHDO ,M(HDO; x0) is an opti-mal submachine inM(G0c; x0).DP-Optimality is then obtained when any terminal pathfrom any state of a submachine to the goal state xm is op-timal in the previous sense. If a particular DP-OptimalFSM includes all other DP-Optimal FSMs as subma-chines of itself, then we call it the maximal DP-Optimalsubmachine. The maximal DP-Optimal submachine of amachineG0c at q w.r.t. xm will be denoted byMoD(G0c; x):The existence of aDP-Optimal submachine ofG0c is givenby the following theorem.Theorem 17 [11 ] If an optimal submachine of G0c ex-ists, then the unique maximal DP-Optimal submachineMoD(G0c; x0) of G w.r.t. xm also exists.The DP-Optimal algorithm. Consider an FSMG = h; Q; q0; qm; i and its corresponding transformedC-observer G0c = h0o; X; x0; xm; fi. Then there existsan algorithm [11], named DP-Opt, with a worst-casecomplexity O(jX j2jojlog(joj) + jX j3joj) (Theorem6.10 of [11]) 4 , that constructs the desired maximal DP-Optimal submachine of the FSM G0c w.r.t. x0 and xm.We refer the reader to [11] for a complete descriptionof DP-Opt. Since the number of states of Gc is in theworst case exponential in the number of states of G, thereal complexity of the DP-Opt algorithm that givesaccess to an optimal supervisor under partial observa-tion is indeed exponential in the number of states of theinitial system (but polynomial if we only consider theC-observer).4.4 The supervisorThe supervisor computation consists of dierent steps.Once the C-observer Gc derived from the initial FSM Gis computed, we rst have to transform it into G0c by at-taching the cost induced by the unobservable trajectoriesto the events in order to t within the framework of [11](see Section 4.1). From this machine, using the algorithmof [11], we compute (if it exists) the DP-Optimal solu-tion MoD(G0c; x0) of G0c. At this point, we disable in Gcthe corresponding sets of events in 0o and for all x 2 X ,we retrieve d(Gc; x), the set of disabled events at state4 Note that we have joj and not j0oj in this expression,becauseweonlyhavetoaccountforthenumberofadmissibleevents in a state x, which is bounded by joj.7
x for the system to remain in submachine MoD(Gc; x0)of Gc. Call fc the new transition function, given by :fc : X o ! X(x; ) 7! ( f(x; ) if it is dened and if  62 d(Gc; x)undened otherwiseNow, a supervisor S of Gc can be derived fromMoD(Gc; x0) by attaching to this FSM an outputfunction O, that for a given state x delivers theset of disabled events d(Gc; x). The supervisorS = ho; X; xo; xm; fc; Oi will in fact be used for twopurposes. It rst plays the role of an observer that isable to partly rebuild the state in which the system hasevolved. Based on this information, S sends back to thesystem the set of events that have to be disabled in or-der to force the closed loop system to eventually reachthe marked state qm by minimizing the global cost ofthe trajectory.Optimality ofS.Proposition 11 tells us that the closed-loop language L(S=G) lies in the class of controllable,and observable sublanguage of L(G). Note also that As-sumption 1 implies that L(S=G) is also normal (c.f.[4]). We cannot however compare L(S=G) with the opti-mal language L(Sfull obs=G) that would have been com-puted by the DP-Opt algorithm under the assumptionthat o = . Such comparisons are meaningless wheno 6= , since a partial observation supervisor can onlyreact upon the occurrence of observable events. To char-acterize the optimality properties of S we must lookat observer-based supervisors and projected languages.The results is [11] tells us that MoD(G0c; x0) is the max-imal DP-optimal of G0c, and consequently MoD(Gc; x0)dened above is the maximal DP-optimal submachine ofGc. Moreover, Po[L(S=G)] is the maximal optimal sub-language of Po[L(G)] in the context of the language for-mulation of the optimal control problem (see [11] for fur-ther details). By formulating the optimization problemover the submachines of Gc, we are eectively requiringthat the corresponding supervisors (that implement thesolutions) be memoryless, i.e., that they be based onthe states of the observer ofG. Therefore, S is an optimalsupervisor in the class of observer-based supervisors. Inother words, any other supervisor S0 as dened by (5)would correspond to a submachine H of Gc and there-fore it would necessarily induce a worst case cost higheror equal to that induced by MoD(Gc; x0). It remains anopen question to determine if by allowing supervisorswith memory, i.e., based on a ner state space than thatof Gc. c.f. Remark 3), we could obtain controllable andobservable sublanguages of L(G) with a lower worst casecost than that of the above L(S=G).
5 ConclusionIn this paper, we have introduced a new type of opti-mal control for discrete event systems. Previous worksin optimal control dealt with numerical performances insupervisory control theory when the system to be con-trolled is under full observation. In contrast, our aimwas to account for partial observability, while controllingthe system. The system to be controlled is representedby an FSM G with a unique marked state representingthe state of interest (the achievement of a task for ex-ample) and some unobservable events. The rst step isthe derivation of an observer for the partially unobserv-able FSM, called a C-observer Gc, which allows us toremember an approximation of the unobservable trajec-tory costs. We then presented a new denition of con-trollability derived from the classical one introduced byRamadge & Wonham [10], that allows us to avoid theunobservable blocking of G. We then dened the perfor-mance measure on this observer rather than on the FSMitself. In the second step, we 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